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Hed: Who pays to clean up what a dying industry leaves behind?
Dek: In Pennsylvania, it’s seldom the polluter. Here’s how a legacy of influence has allowed the
state’s abandoned oil and gas wells to proliferate – and the harm it’s caused along the way
All photos here
All directly relevant archives/documents here

An abandoned well on 78-year-old Ed Atwood’s property in Warren, Pennsylvania is tested for
methane levels. (Photo by: Audrey Carleton)

Ed Atwood pushes aside a piece of thorny brush as he inches down the slope of his wooded
hillside property. On a rainy Thursday in March, the fallen leaves that coat the ground outside of
his house in Warren, Pennsylvania, are slippery. “We’ll go down there,” he instructs.
The 78-year-old gestures toward a rusty metal pipe in his backyard that he’s been monitoring for
four decades. It’s roughly six inches in diameter and sticks about a foot out of the ground, with
cement casing eroding around its circumference and torn black rubber peeking out its top.
Several skinnier pipes jut out of its side, one of which has been covered with a plastic Ziploc
bag. It would be easy to miss if you’re not looking for it – even easier to trip over on wet,
treacherous days.
It’s an abandoned oil well, likely once used for conventional drilling, that was left uncapped after
it peaked in productivity and was no longer considered profitable by its operator. It sits 10 or 15
feet from two tanks, each filled with thick, sludgy oil – black, with a silvery sheen coating the top.
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All three are a stone’s throw away from his back door. Several pumpjacks sit a few hundred feet
from where he stands, dotting his neighbor’s backyard.

Ed Atwood monitors an abandoned oil tank left in his backyard in Warren, PA. (Photo by:
Audrey Carleton. Other photos of Ed’s well here)
Many of the details of the well – who drilled it, how old it is and how deeply it penetrates into the
earth – remain a mystery to Atwood, despite having lived next to it for 40 years and reporting it
to state regulators countless times over that period. It’s emitting methane, a greenhouse gas
that’s 86 times more potent in its warming potential than carbon dioxide.
Atwood has long feared the well would pose a threat to his livelihood. First on the list of
concerns was interference with his aquifer – the body of horizontal rock that holds the
groundwater his home relied upon, which likely lies around a hundred feet underground. It’s not
uncommon for oil and gas wells like Atwood’s, drilled vertically for thousands of feet, to intercept
with shallow aquifers, the water from which can corrode a well’s pipe and cement casing,
leading toxins to leak into the waterway from which people drink and bathe.
That’s what Atwood suspects happened around five years ago, when a sludgy, orange
substance appeared in his toilet bowls, sinks and shower faucet.
“I figured out how to do it,” Atwood says, recalling the cleaning habit he developed to dispose of
the sludge. “First, I dipped it out with rubber gloves and put it in a bucket. Then, I got a shop
vac, and I'd suck it out. Every week I had to suck that shit out.”
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“We didn't drink the water, but we bathed in it,” he says. “That was a major mistake.”
Atwood and his wife both developed rashes on their body that they say appeared shortly after
bathing in the polluted water. The welts, a few inches in diameter, continue to be painful, Atwood
says, and no remedy he’s tried has worked.
It is well-understood that wells like Atwood’s pose immediate threats to the people living near
them: Abandoned wells emit methane into the atmosphere at significantly higher rates than
plugged wells and have the potential to leak toxins into the soil and waterways that surround
them.
Despite these risks, a TKTKT investigation found that a legacy of corruption and conflicts of
interest between state government and the fossil fuel industry has left regulatory bodies with
little in the way of resources to meaningfully address the problem any time soon. A review of
hundreds of pages of legislative records; inspection and citizen complaint records; state
archives and news reports; and interviews with dozens of residents and advocates paints a
picture of a system that incentivizes abandonment over proper cleanup. And an analysis of
campaign finance data reveals that the state’s fossil fuel sector has worked hard to keep it this
way. What’s resulted is a landscape of dangerous abandoned wells scattered across
Pennsylvania.
The harm these wells cause is real. A survey of state complaint and inspection records confirms
that dangerous stray gas migration events resulting from abandoned wells have been alarming
residents across the state for decades. In some cases, dating back at least to the 1980s,
abandoned wells have been tied to drinking water contamination, soil pollution, skin rashes,
asphyxiation, geysers and explosions near Pennsylvania homes.
Atwood lives in the heart of Pennsylvania’s northwest oil and gas region, just 30 miles from
Bradford – the site of the world’s first giant oil field – and 3 miles from the Allegheny National
Forest, a plot of federal public land for which 93 per cent of mineral rights are privately-owned,
and where 225 wells, on average, were drilled per year between 1986 to 2005.
For all the distress Atwood’s abandoned well has caused him over the years, there are
hundreds of thousands of similar ones dotting Pennsylvania. The keystone state has the highest
concentration of abandoned wells in the country: An estimated 300,000 to 500,000 have been
left inactive and unplugged by companies that deem them no longer lucrative, only around
12,000 (two to four percent) of which are documented by the government’s plugging list.
Abandoned oil and gas wells are an issue across the U.S., which is home to an estimated four
million, according to the most recent research by Mary Kang, professor in the department of
engineering at McGill University. Kang, who’s studied this topic for the last decade, recently
published a paper determining that methane emissions from said wells have been
underestimated in the U.S. by 20 per cent. Following the fossil fuel industry’s decline in the
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wake of COVID-19, the number of abandoned wells across the country, and their subsequent
methane emissions, are only predicted to grow.
Some of these wells were built and abandoned recently. New Mexico, for example, has seen at
least 708 of them emerge in response to the downturn of the oil industry over the last year.
Texas, home to the oil-rich Permian basin, could see 13,000 new abandoned wells emerge in
the coming years, an investigation by Grist and The Texas Observer recently found.
But Pennsylvania’s abandoned well debacle is a centuries-old one. Known as the birthplace of
the U.S. oil and gas industry, the commonwealth is predicted to have the highest number of
abandoned wells in the country, many of which date back to the first oil boom of the late 1800s,
have eroded with time and continue to emit methane to this day. These wells are responsible for
an estimated 5 to 8 per cent of Pennsylvania’s overall methane emissions.
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Bradford, Pennsylvania from three views: Left - 1940s aerial map located on state archive; Right
- 2020 aerial map via Google Satellite; Bottom - aerial map of abandoned oil and gas wells on
state plugging registry.
Atwood says he’s reported the well in his backyard to the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) a number of times, to no avail. (“They won't admit that that
abandoned well I have is what caused my problem, because then they'd have to plug it,” he
says.)
The state is currently plugging 10 to 12 abandoned wells per year, on average, out of hundreds
of thousands, in part because it has not collected enough by way of cleanup funds from
producers.
“When it comes to plugging, Pennsylvania's law is a joke,” says John Quigley, former secretary
of the Pennsylvania DEP.
Now a lecturer in sustainability at the Harrisburg University of Science and Technology,
Quigley’s year-and-a-half-long tenure as DEP secretary came to an end on a quiet Friday
afternoon in May of 2016. Known as an outspoken critic of the oil and gas industry and the level
of corruption he says he saw within Democratic governor Tom Wolf’s administration, Quigley
had a tendency to speak his mind in the workplace, sometimes with profanities. It was the use
of the ‘f word’ in an email over environmental legislation gone wrong that he says led to his firing
that day.
But what happened leading up to Quigley’s departure matters less than what happened after it.
The day after he was let go, Quigley got word that a $9-million fine he had issued to fossil fuel
company Range Resources, Appalachia, had been quietly dropped. It was the largest fine
issued to an oil and gas company in the agency’s history – over a faulty oil well that leaked
methane into a nearby stream and drinking water supplies – and as the head of the regulatory
body, Quigley was the only one with the power to drop it.
The experience left a bad taste in his mouth – one that clearly remains almost five years later.
But it was far from a unique experience in Quigley’s time at the DEP.
“Corruption is a way of life when it comes to the environment in Pennsylvania,” Quigley says.
Much of the state’s government is rife with conflicts of interest, and the revolving door between
industry and politics is strong, Quigley argues. The legislation that governs abandoned well
plugging fees is a strong example of how this plays out.
When an oil company applies for a permit to drill a well in Pennsylvania, like in many other
states, it is required to put forth a bond: Should the company decide to forgo plugging the well
itself once it’s no longer lucrative, regulators can use the amount they’ve collected from the
company up front to safely seal it off on the their behalf.
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But the state’s required bond amounts are a fraction of the price of plugging. The average oil
well costs between $20,000 and $40,000 to clean and cap, though Kang notes that this rate can
vary tremendously, between a few thousand and a few million dollars.
In most states, the bonds collected are only enough to cover a fraction of the plugging price: In
Pennsylvania, companies are charged between $4,000 and $10,000 for individual bonds up
front (around 25% of the plugging cost), depending on the depth of the well and the type of
bond. Companies can opt for a blanket bond – a higher, one-time flat fee that covers all drilling
at a lower per-well cost. Blanket bonds range from $35,000 to $600,000, and are generally more
economical than paying per-well, in some cases working out to $250 per well.

(Graph made via illustrator)

Pennsylvania’s bonding scheme – though far from an outlier among other oil-heavy states –
makes it more financially lucrative to orphan a well and forfeit a bond than it is to properly plug
it, and has led to a littering of old, polluting wells across the state.
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These rates were set in 2012 by Act 13, an amendment to the 1984 Oil and Gas Act that was
debated over the course of a few weeks in state committees and rushed through to approval,
critics say. Though still minimal compared to the true cost of plugging, the bonding amounts Act
13 slated were an improvement to the $2,500-per-well or $25,000 blanket fees that operators
had been charged since 1984 (though statutory provisions allowed the state to raise bonding
amounts every two years to reflect the updated cost of plugging, it did not).
Public knowledge of the true cost of plugging was ample at the time: In committee debate over
the legislation, a number of state assembly members opposed to Act 13 referenced a 2011
Carnegie Mellon study that found that the average well-plugging cost in the commonwealth was
“in the vicinity of $100,000” per well.
An analysis of senate and house journal records and political donation data from the
Pennsylvania League of Conservation Voters shows that the staunchest supporters of these
bonding rates (deemed “woefully inadequate” by current DEP secretary Patrick McDonnell)
received thousands in funds from the fossil fuel industry around the time it was passed.
Among them were republican Senator Joseph Scarnati and Rep. Mike Turzai, who accepted
$153,874 and $94,800, respectively, in political donations between 2011 and 2012. Scarnati,
who has since gone on to work for Allegheny Strategy Partners, a lobbying firm for the resource
extraction industry, called the bonding amounts the “toughest in the nation” in a Feb, 2012
committee meeting.
Turzai, who now works as general counsel for Peoples’ Gas, advocated for the safeguards the
bill laid out in a Nov. 2011 House meeting, citing bonding amounts as evidence that the Act
“actually increases safety requirements throughout the State of Pennsylvania, for all of its
citizens and environments.”
(These claims were contested by democratic counterparts, like former Senator Jim Ferlo, who
told the Senate the bonding requirements were “as good as not having any.”)
“At $600,000, the State will be able to plug 6 wells of a possible 150 or more. Six of 150,” Ferlo
said. “This will leave State taxpayers holding the bag on the remainder of the wells.”
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(See interactive chart with tooltips online here)
The pair’s ties with the oil and gas industry don’t stop at campaign donations, though. According
to political disclosure forms submitted during their time in office, Scarnati accepted $1,612 in
“hospitality” from EQT attorney Joseph Dawley in 2016, while Turzai accepted a private plane
worth $11,000 from Stephen Frobouck, president and CEO of American GTL (a natural gas
refining company) in 2019.
These gift acceptance patterns are just two among countless examples of the influence the
fossil fuel industry exerts over the Pennsylvania government. Resource extraction interests
have donated over $11-million to Pennsylvania political candidates on both sides of the aisle
between 2007 and 2018 to influence policies like Act 13 ($2-million of which was donated
between 2011 and 2012). The industry at-large also spent $69-million on lobbying in the same
period, with spikes immediately before and after 2012.
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[Interactive digital version, with tooltips, available here]
While general assembly and senate races have both seen candidates from both parties accept
millions in donations over the years, down ballot local races are not immune from influence by
oil and gas dollars. Edwin Pawlowski, former mayor of Allentown, Pennsylvania, accepted
$1,600 from fossil fuel interests between 2008 and 2014 before resigning in 2018 after being
charged with 47 felony counts of corruption, bribery, conspiracy, fraud and lying to the FBI. He is
currently serving a 15-year sentence in prison.
Several candidates for commonwealth treasurer, the role that oversees state funding, have also
accepted donations of $250 to $2,000 in the ten year period, including Rob McCord (D - 2008 2015) who was sentenced to prison for extortion in 2018. Former auditor general Eugene
Depasquale has received nearly $13,000 from the industry over the years. As head of a
watchdog office designed to hold the government accountable for its spending, Depasquale
oversaw an audit of Act 13 in 2016. $8,500 in political donations from the industry came his way
between 2015 and 2016.
“The extraction industry, they run the show, they set the agenda,” said Rabbi Michael Pollack,
executive director of March on Harrisburg, a grassroots anti-corruption organization based in
Pennsylvania that’s currently advocating for the implementation of a gift ban for politicians in the
commonwealth. “They're there in every room, they're in every meeting. You see them all over
the capital, the natural gas lobbyists. You're in a hearing room, and there's 15 of them on the
back wall.”
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This legacy of lobbying to keep oil producers’ costs down has long deprived the state
government of the funds to properly plug its abandoned wells, despite evidence that it’s known
of the scope of the problem for decades. The state launched its plugging program in 1984 and
plugged its first well in 1989, two years before an active well explosion under a Pittsburgh
subdivision leveled a home, injured four and cost the state $273,600 to plug.
By 1998, the DEP was using local media to encourage Pennsylvanians to find abandoned wells
on their own. By 2000, it got a boost in the form of the “Growing Greener” initiative, which
created a $4-million statewide fund slated to plug 55 wells. The years that followed saw the
state plug several hundred wells, at varying annual rates. Pennsylvania’s plugging rate peaked
around 450 in 2002, but steadily declined from there. Over the years, as incidents surrounding
abandoned wells and knowledge of their harms mounted, plugging rates continued to decline.
They hit a minimum in 2017.
This, a kind of consequence of the power the fossil fuel industry holds in the state, is not lost on
Quigley.
“Very simply, people die, as a result,” he said. “People get sick, people die. The captive nature
of state government, its infiltration by all the special interests, its responsiveness to the special
interests kills people.”
“I know all about extractive industries that leave scars,” Quigley continued. “Extractive industries
privatize the profit but socialize the cost. The gas industry continues that sorry history, and
there’s no remedy in sight.”
***
Though Atwood has long fought for his well to be plugged, he also suspects that, in oil-rich
northwest Pennsylvania, plugging the well could become a Catch-22: Like many across the
U.S., Atwood doesn’t own the rights to the minerals underneath his property, and once his
abandoned well is plugged, the land could become fair game for drilling. That could be
dangerous. A communication between an orphaned well and an active one could cause an
explosion.
Incidents of this nature have happened before. Abandoned oil wells, like most oil and gas
infrastructure, are associated with stray gas migration events, in which methane, fluid and
natural gas travels through holes in deteriorated or improperly constructed well pipes and into
nearby soil, surface and waterways that surround it. Between 1987 and 2015, the PA DEP
confirmed 138 stray gas migration events, 37% of which were associated with abandoned oil
and gas wells. 55 of these migration events impacted water supplies like Atwood’s, according to
state records. (These numbers are likely an undercount, because most stray gas events occur
underground and are difficult for an untrained person to detect until it’s too late; as such, many
go unreported and are thus never investigated.)
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In several cases, stray gas was found inside homes and private waterways; in others it was
located near businesses; in one instance, it was detected near a senior care home; in another, it
was located near a church.
Atwood believes the sludge that leaked into his waterways was oil from the bottom of his well,
which oxidized and turned orange when it hit the air. It’s not uncommon to see orange liquid
seeping from other abandoned wells, colored not by oil, but by iron bacteria from eroding metal
wellheads.
Decades of abandoned well complaint files held in the Pennsylvania State Archive show that
Atwood is far from alone in his experience. Between 1985 and 1994, a number of McKean and
Bradford County residents filed complaints about crude oil and methane seeping into their water
supplies and gardens, killing off vegetation and giving their water a salty, sulphuric taste. DEP
inspectors responding told residents to look out for skin rashes, and to avoid bathing, should
they appear.
In one instance, in 1990, a public high school shut down for two days to respond to complaints
of an oil leak from an abandoned well 75 feet from the building. The well was reported several
times over a few months after oil was found leaking into the schoolyard, underneath the
property and into a nearby creek, and gas and oil odors were detected in the building.
***Selection of photos/scanned copies of relevant archived complaints for
embedding here***
And hundreds of inspection reports related to abandoned well complaints from across
Pennsylvania, obtained via Right-To-Know request, paint a similar picture. Orphaned wells have
been leaking oil, brine, rust and other contaminants onto private properties and public lands,
emitting bothersome odors, and spilling methane into private waterways for years.
45 miles east of Atwood’s property, in Oil Valley, Pennsylvania, Joe and Cheryl Thomas have
lived alongside 60 abandoned wells on their 40-acre property since 1988. The pair say they
began reporting them to state regulators one year after purchasing the home. At least 2 or 3
have caved in and created large holes in the ground that are difficult to spot under a layer of
snow; several have leaked green oil onto their lawn; and gas migration from at least one leaked
into their drinking water. Once, they got a sample of the water from their faucet tested for
methane contamination. The investigator found the methane levels in their water to be so high,
he was able to light the sample on fire.
“It flared about eight inches,” Cheryl Thomas recalls.
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An abandoned oil well is tested for methane emissions in Allegany, New York, a few miles over
the Pennsylvania border. (Photo by: Audrey Carleton)

The pair say they, too, worry about explosions around their property, given the history of these
events in the region. In December of 2010 and February of 2011, two homes in Bradford,
Pennsylvania – 35 miles east of Warren, where Atwood currently lives – exploded, and both
were tied to methane gas migration from nearby orphaned wells. Owners Robert and Beverly
Butler, who were in their 70s at the time, were home when their house erupted in 2010. A few
months later, just six miles away, owner Thomas Federspiel was outside shoveling snow when
his property, at 10 Helen Lane, went up in flames. A subsequent investigation tied the explosion
to a nearby plugged well that was built in 1881.
(TKTK outlet attempted to contact Federspiel and Butler but was unable to reach either one.)
All three parties survived with injuries. But six years prior, stray gas migration from an active oil
well led to an explosion at the Corsica, Pennsylvania home of Charles and Dorothy Harper. The
couple, who were 64 and 53, respectively, at the time, both died, alongside their one-year-old
grandchild, Bailey. The remains of all three were found in the debris left behind. According to
Jefferson County court records, the executor of the Harper estate settled with the well operator,
Snyder Brothers, out of court.
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Dr. Anthony Ingraffea, Professor of Engineering Emeritus at Cornell University, who’s served as
an expert witness on a number of legal cases with the oil and gas industry, says these
settlements typically require plaintiffs to sign a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). But the
problem with this type of arrangement, Ingraffea says, is that it allows fossil fuel companies to
“get away with murder.”
“They get away with [doing] something bad,” Ingraffea says. “And no one will ever know exactly
what they did.”
Fred Baldassare, a Pittsburgh-based geoscientist who’s investigated a number of stray gas
migration cases with the DEP over the last two decades – including the Harper’s – says some of
the most common instances of stray gas migration involve abandoned wells “communicating”
with active ones. Drillers who unknowingly begin extracting from a wellsite near an
undocumented orphaned well could see the two wells interact with one another, posing risk of a
blowout. In other instances, Baldassare has seen real estate developers unknowingly bury
abandoned wellheads under a property on a vacant piece of land. But both mistakes are easy to
make in a state where around 97 percent of abandoned wells are not accounted for by the
government.
Though methane alone is non-toxic to consume, Ingraffea, who’s studied stray gas migration
across Pennsylvania and New York, says the presence of it is typically an indication of other
substances that travelled alongside: anything from drilling fluid to oil or rust from pipe
degradation. “Anything you put down a well – drilling fluids, stimulation fluids, fracking fluids –
has the possibility of coming back up,” Ingraffea said.
And while the risks of ingesting a cocktail of drilling-related fluids are serious, Ingraffea believes
methane’s highly explosive nature poses the most immediate threat to humans.
“If you're in a kitchen, and you turn the faucet on for five or 10 minutes, and there's methane gas
coming out of the faucet and the windows are closed, and if that methane concentration in the
atmosphere gets above what's called the lower explosive limit,” Ingraffea explains, “and you
flicked your Bic, the room would explode.”
Inhaling high concentrations of methane can also cause asphyxiation, Ingraffea notes. These
cases are rare, but they do happen: In 1998, for instance, two Beaver County, Pennsylvania
teens (Brian Deitz, 17, and Patrick McConomy, 18) died by asphyxiation after inhaling a toxic
amount of methane from an abandoned natural gas line. The well they were inhaling from was
on a list of 28 to be plugged that year, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported at the time. The
death prompted the DEP to issue calls for citizen assistance in locating abandoned wells, a
1998 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette report shows.
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Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Archive
Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Archive
****
It was the explosion of the Butler and Federspiel homes that first alerted Laurie Barr, a
Coudesport, Pennsylvania-based citizen scientist and environmental activist to the threat of
abandoned oil and gas wells in 2010.
She hadn’t realized it previously, but Barr was living alongside an abandoned well on her own
property: A piece of rusty pipe jutting out of the ground, on which she’d hung a bird feeder, not
knowing what else to do with it. Learning that wells like her own could lead to explosions was
cause for alarm.
So, she got to work: She taught herself how to find abandoned wells, where to dig for their
evidence in state archives, and quickly became known in her community as a leading expert on
the topic.
Barr has spent the last decade hunting for abandoned wells throughout Pennsylvania in an
effort to help fill massive gaps in state records. She spends hours on end plunging into the
Allegheny National Forest, methane detector and topo map in hand, to locate orphaned wells
that have yet to make it onto the state registry and plugging list. She’s come across countless
leaks, advocated for the plugging of millions of dollars worth of infrastructure, supported
residents across Pennsylvania in reporting their own wells, and discovered entire fragments of
oil fields totally erased from state records (a review of email exchanges between Barr and the
state DEP confirms the lattermost to be true).
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Laurie Barr stands by an entrance to the Allegheny National Forest in Pennsylvania. (Photo by:
Audrey Carleton)

***Images of Laurie well map reports/email exchanges with the DEP here***
This work is far from popular in a region where the economy is built upon oil and gas; as a
safety measure, Barr seldom tredges through the woods alone, and says she has at times faced
confrontation from workers or industry proponents she’s encountered on her trips. She collects
photographs, geographic coordinates and estimates of methane levels for each well she finds,
which she uses to report the sighting to the DEP. Ten years in, this feels like thankless work, she
admits, because the wells she reports often don’t make it onto the state plugging registry, she
says. Those that do are seldom plugged, and of the few that have been, a number have been
handled incorrectly, only to leak a few months later.
The explosions Barr set out to prevent through her well-hunting work have continued over the
years, as recently as 2019, just a few miles over the Pennsylvania border in Allegany, New York.
In early December, the home of Robert and Betty Jo Volz, which sat in an area dotted with
abandoned wells, went up in flames, causing an explosion that neighbor Bill Baxter said he felt
from hundreds of feet away.
“My whole house shook,” Baxter says. “I hear, ‘BANG,’ and then all of a sudden I hear a big
explosion, ‘BABOOM,’ I ran out of the house. I didn't know what was going on. I ran down there,
and I saw the house completely disintegrated.”
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The couple have since moved away from the neighborhood. But drilling continues near West
Branch Road, and in the wake of the explosion, Baxter and Barr teamed up to locate traces of
strayed methane gas near other homes in the region. A retired water inspector, Baxter put his
savvy to use: He and Barr collected water samples from his neighbors’ homes and detected
traces of the methane in eight of them.
[photos of the demolished home at West Branch Road here / drone video of rubble here]
Baxter and Barr say Allegany community members fear that talking publicly about stray gas
migration around their homes could torpedo their property values. And there’s ample evidence
to support this concern: A 2014 report from the National Bureau of Economic Research found
that homes in the Marcellus Shale region that rely on groundwater for drinking have seen “sharp
declines” in value after drilling nearby, given risk of contamination. A 2013 survey by the
University of Denver saw a strong majority of prospective homebuyers claim they’d decline to
buy property located near drill sites, while valuation surveys showed a 5 to 15 per cent reduction
in bid values for homes located proximate to fracking scenarios.
Though Allegany was a popular site for conventional drilling in the 1900s, Baxter says this
extraction had mostly halted until a few years ago. Many of his neighbors moved in without
realizing it was a possibility.
The neighborhood is now dotted with active pumpjacks that bob up and down, drilling next to
homes and fields of cattle. Gas flares aren’t uncommon, Baxter says, nor are cavalcades of
semi-trucks, streams of bright orange polluted water seeping through abandoned well heads, or
late-night drilling noises. This is the reality in oil country, where many resent their living
conditions but fear selling their homes could mean taking a loss – trapping them in a situation
they never asked for.
*****
“When we were kids, we used to ride over here,” Ed Atwood recalls as he makes his way to a
circular bare patch carved out with a patch of woods in Cherry Grove, Pennsylvania, where he
says his neighbors used to lay out and tan.
It’d be impossible to know without warning, but the empty space was left by an old oil tank, likely
built in the late 1800s. There are a number of them throughout the area, in what Atwood says is
the little-known home of the birth of the oil and gas industry, the site of the country’s first ever oil
boom – and bust – in 1882.
“They had 200 people, went up to about 16,000 overnight. And they built hotels and everything,”
Atwood says of Cherry Grove. “Then they packed up and left.”
“In six months, it was gone,” he says.
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Atwood has devoted years to upkeep of the historical Cherry Grove oil field, building and hand
painting a museum to store old, rusted drilling tools he’s located in the region. Just a few miles
from his house in Warren, the museum is hand-painted yellow, a pet project to honor what he
believes is the true, forgotten history of one of the state’s principal industries.
Bruce Wells, director of the American Oil and Gas Historical Society, admits the history of the oil
and gas sector is fuzzy in places, and naming anything a ‘first’ gets complicated. He calls the
Cherry Grove well a “mystery,” its operators keeping it a “well-guarded secret” at the time,
presumably to salvage their own financial interests.
The operator who receives far more recognition in the region is Edwin Drake, who stumbled
upon crude oil after trying a number of new drilling techniques in Titusville, Pennsylvania on a
hot August Saturday in 1859. A household name through much of the keystone state for drilling
the first commercial oil well in the country, Drake was sent to task for the Pennsylvania Rock Oil
Company, in search of fuel for kerosene lamps.
The moment Drake hit crude oil is commonly referred to as “Drake’s Folly,” but the technique for
drilling he used would promptly launch the large-scale petroleum industry. He would soon be
given the title of “colonel” and a generous annual pension from the state of Pennsylvania for this
achievement.
By the end of 1959, oil wells had emerged around the state. By the 1860s, an industry had
blossomed, giving way to a combination of economic prosperity, mayhem, and “ne'er do wells,”
like “Oil Scouts” and “Moonlighters” who explored Pennsylvania in secrecy to locate new drilling
locations as oil prices peaked. It was a chaotic beginning, one that was soon tempered by the
advent of the pipeline in 1862 and the refinery in 1863.

A 1951 map of the Bradford oil field shows
the region covered in drill sites.
(Full archived map of Bradford oil field, 1951,
here)
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The early days of oil were also marked by innovation – with some ideas more radical than
others. In the very first instances of fracking around the 1890s, producers sent explosive liquid
nitroglycerin down well heads to release oil from cracks in rock formations underground in a
technique called ‘shooting.’
“The people were blown to smithereens,” says Barr, who’s read through archives on the
technique in her own research. “Terrible accidents, where they only found little pieces of
people.”
Soon after its emergence, the industry would fall into a cyclical rhythm of booms and busts,
Wells says, wherein a peak in the value of oil would cause a flood of producers to enter the
market, drive up supply, and collapse prices. With each crash, small independent producers
would jump ship, abandon their wells and cut their losses.
Remnants of this history litter the state today: Old pump jacks, pipes, and storage tanks dot
towns like Warren, Bradford, and Cherry Grove. In some places, abandoned wells have
collapsed into the ground, making way for large, deep holes that an animal or small child could
feasibly fall into. Old roads slice through the Allegany National Forest, once used to take
workers to formerly-active wells that have since fragmented ecosystems.
“It's sort of like the backdrop; there's wells that have been there for over a century, infrastructure
that’s rusted, holes in storage tanks, you see it all over the place,” says Ryan Talbott, former
president of the Allegheny Defense Fund.

Access roads for drilling slice through the Allegheny National Forest in two views:
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L - Aerial map from the 1940s, available via state archives, R - 2020 Google Satellite
But tracking down precise information on the oldest oil wells in the nation is difficult, and poses a
perpetual challenge for filling gaps in understanding of the scope of Pennsylvania’s abandoned
well problem.
It doesn’t help that regulators are under-resourced to the point of dysfunction, Barr says. At its
current rate of 10 to 12 per year, plugging them all will take the DEP millennia to finish, not
accounting for the process of routine maintenance and replugging when cement casings crack
or wear out over time, which can occur anywhere between 6 months and 50 years from a well’s
original plug date.
“I did the math one time,” Barr said. “By the time you get to the end of the list, you would’ve had
to have replugged those wells many times over.
“There's no fiscal mechanism in place to take care of these long term,” she added. “Nobody's
thinking like that.”
****
Even over Zoom, Timothy De Smet’s excitement is palpable.
The Binghamton University archaeological geophysicist calls in to our meeting from the
passenger seat of a moving car, talking through his cell phone while his colleague, Alex Nikulen,
drives.
The pair are on their way into the field, De Smet says eagerly. There, they will continue testing
out drone technology they’ve perfected over the course of the last few months that can survey
large swaths of land in one fell swoop to locate abandoned oil and gas wells en masse.
They’re off the tails of a press run after a paper they released in December, 2020 in the Journal
of Applied Geophysics made the rounds. In it, the researchers describe how a magnetometer –
a contraption designed to measure magnetic forces – attached to a hybrid gas-electric drone,
flown at a specific speed and altitude (45 meters above ground level) can paint a clear picture of
the location of dozens of abandoned gas wells, the metal casing of which has a unique, precise
magnetic signature. Through trial and error, the two found the ideal height at which to fly the
drone: Any lower, and it picks up clutter, scrap metal, trees and other noise; any higher, and it
misses the wells altogether. At the ideal altitude, however, De Smet, Nikulen and their team
could locate dozens of previously undocumented abandoned wells over 267 acres of land in
less than four hours. Covering the same ground on foot would take nearly 16 hours without
breaks, they estimate.
Their invention spurred the launch of their own company – Aletair – and is being deployed by
the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and Energy Research
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and Development Authority (NYSERDA) to help fill gaps in that state’s abandoned well registry.
This would be meaningful in a state estimated to contain 35,000 orphaned oil and gas wells;
even more so in Pennsylvania, where estimates are ten times that.
“It's the CO2 equivalent of pulling all the cars that drive in Buffalo every year off the road,” de
Smet said of the impact of plugging New York’s abandoned wells.
“But the scope of the problem in Pennsylvania is orders of magnitudes greater,” Nikulen added.
The two are in talks with the PA DEP to commission the technology for use in the keystone
state. And with the United Nations calling for a sharp curb in methane emissions as the first step
to solving the climate crisis, quickly locating and plugging these super-emitters through drone
technology like De Smet and Nikulen’s (and that of other research teams developing similar
products, like the National Energy Technology Lab) will be key.
But identifying the wells is merely a first step – albeit an incredibly important one. The next is
more complicated, and perhaps more controversial: Finding a way to get them plugged.
The federal government has made strides toward funding large-scale plugging programs in
recent months. In April, President Joe Biden proposed $16-billion in funds to plug orphaned oil
and gas wells and clean up abandoned mines as part of his $2.3-trillion infrastructure package.
The funding would create union jobs for former oil and gas workers, reduce methane emissions
and brine leaks and offer investment for hard-hit rural communities like those in Northwest
Pennsylvania, according to a White House press release. It would be “the opportunity of a
lifetime” for the PA DEP, Seth Pelepko, head of the agency’s well-plugging program, told the
Associated Press.
A number of bills were introduced to congress in the weeks that followed to allocate federal
funding for plugging orphaned and abandoned wells. One of them, sponsored by
Representative Teresa Leger Fernandez (D - N.M.), would simultaneously raise bonding
amounts for future wells drilled across all states.
These proposals align with the vision that Megan Milliken Biven, former program analyst at the
Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, outlines in the Abandoned
Well Act of 2021, which would develop a federal Abandoned Well Administration to identify, plug
and monitor the country’s abandoned wells. It would involve hiring staff to conduct a paper and
field audit to local abandoned wells and their associated records; train and employ displaced oil
and gas workers to perform plugging and leak detection; and recruit said workers to help
remediate soil and wildlife damaged by lost wells.
Daniel Raimi, senior research associate at Resources for the Future, lays out a similar goal in
his 2020 green stimulus proposal, published with Columbia University’s Center on Global
Energy Policy. His analysis indicates that a federal subsidy to address the country’s inventory of
known orphan wells would cost between $1.4 and $2.7-billion – but would reap massive
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economic and environmental returns. Plugging a hypothetical 500,000 wells would create
119,000 job-years and prevent 65,000 metric tons of methane from entering the atmosphere,
Raimi estimates.
But his proposal comes with a caveat: Federal funding could give producers the impression that
the government is willing to force taxpayers to foot the bill for solving the problem. This is a
moral hazard, Raimi writes, one that’s inherent to any federal cleanup program.
Indeed, a number of Pennsylvania advocates believe federal plans that rely on taxpayer funding
leave citizens shouldering the cost for a problem that the fossil fuel industry has walked away
from.
“Why should the taxpayers be paying for this?” Laurie Barr, a staunch advocate for a
polluters-pay model, says. “If it's going to put oil workers to work plugging their wells, that's
going to be abused, just like everything else, and the state is going to help them. And the
taxpayers are going to have to foot the bill.”
After seeing a number of plugs fail over the years, Barr admits she’s lost faith in the industry’s
ability to clean up it’s own messes. And recent high-profile plugging arrangements don’t help:
One agreement between the Pennsylvania DEP, ARG Resources and Glenn Vanderlinden, an
Ontario resident with a warrant out for his arrest, has led to a six-year holding pattern for the
cleanup of 1,600 wells in the Allegheny National Forest. In Texas, state regulators wrangled
$3.5-million out of a Weatherly Oil and Gas company after it declared bankruptcy in 2019, Grist
and the Texas Observer recently reported. The sum, albeit sizable, didn’t come close to
covering the $13.3-million it created in plugging costs when it handed over 173 wells to the
state.
In the years since the abandoned well on Atwood’s property leaked into his waterway, the
longtime Warren, PA resident has found a new way to access clean water: He installed a new
line that taps into municipal water sources and delivers a drinkable supply into his home.
The line doesn’t deliver water at a high enough pressure on its own, so he also invested in a
pump, which sits inside his house and keeps his supply flowing steadily. This process cost
$20,000 up front. Atwood also pays a monthly fee for water access.
His rashes remain painful, and the aquifer under his house has yet to be fixed. But his water is,
for the time being, clean.
“I haven't had a bit of trouble for almost four years now. And I do have pure water. But that's a
lot of money,” he says.
When asked why he’s footing the bill for clean water in lieu of the operator who contaminated
his supply to begin with, Atwood doesn’t mince words: “Oh, they have lawyers,” he remarks,
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with certainty. “They hire a $150-an-hour lawyer to fight you. They knew it was polluted. And
they were gonna leave it that way.”
“When you pollute water and pollute it forever, that's what it is,” Atwood says. “Forever.”
Tales of this nature are common, according to advocates who point to the argument for stronger
regulation and higher fees for the industry. But as the oil and gas sector steadily falls behind
rapidly-advancing clean energy alternatives, like wind and solar, Barr is among many calling for
its legacy to not be forgotten. Only by holding polluters accountable for the messes they’ve
created will Pennsylvania begin to inch toward justice for those who abandoned wells have
harmed.
“We used to carry beepers around before cell phones,” she says, offering an analogy. “Then,
beepers went out of business. It’s like that. We didn't subsidize the beeper people and say, ‘Oh,
no, that's okay. Don't go out of business.’ And there were a lot more of them than there are oil
men.”
“Well, now it's time to transition to renewable energy,” Barr says. “And we don't owe the oil
industry anything. They owe us. They better start plugging these wells.”
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